We have celebrated EBSB day on 25th June, 2020. On this occasion a Webinar was organised on the topic “Scope of self-employment in tourism with special reference to Assam/Rajasthan”. Altogether 20 numbers of students and five numbers of faculties of this polytechnic have participated in this webinar. Dr Chakradhar Das, Principal, Bongaigaon Polytechnic, had deliver welcome address and briefly discuss about religious tourism. Shri Hitesh Deka, HOD, Civil Engineering Department was invited as key speaker for this webinar. Shri Deka, had discuss about the scope of self-employment in tourism sector. Another speaker, Shri Birabrata Daschoudhury, Lecturer(SG), Mathematics, had also deliver a speech on Eco Tourism. Webinar was anchored by Shri Bhabananda Phukan, Lecturer(SG) & HOD i/c, Mechanical(Auto) Engineering Department. He was also the coordinator of the Webinar. Finally Dr. Sima Chhawchharia, Lecturer, Mathematics & Coordinator, EBSB, had offer vote of thanks to all the speaker and the students participants.
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